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Abstract: We investigate the ability of the S3 scalar leptoquark to address the recent

hints of lepton universality violation in B meson decays. The S3 leptoquark with quantum

numbers (3,3, 1/3) naturally emerges in the context of an SU(5) GUT model without any

conflict with the stringent limits from observed nucleon stability. Scalar leptoquark S3

with left-handed couplings to 2nd and 3rd generations of charged leptons and down-type

quarks seems well-suited to address both RK(∗) and RD(∗) . We quantify this suitability

with numerical fits to a plethora of relevant flavor observables. The proposed SU(5) model

calls for a second leptoquark state, i.e., R̃2 with quantum numbers (3,2, 1/6), if one is to

generate gauge coupling unification and neutrino mass. We accordingly include it in our

study to investigate R̃2’s ability to offset adverse effects of S3 and thus improve a quality of

numerical fits. A global fit of the leptoquark Yukawa couplings shows that large couplings

of light S3 to τ leptons are preferred. We furthermore identify B → K(∗)ν̄ν as the most

sensitive channel to probe the preferred region of parameter space. Large couplings of

S3 to τ leptons are finally confronted with the experimental searches for τ final states

at the Large Hadron Collider. These searches comprise a study of decay products of the

leptoquark pair production, as well as, and more importantly, an analysis of the high-mass

ττ final states.
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1 Introduction

At low energies there are a few experimentally measured observables that exhibit deviation

from the Standard Model (SM) predictions. Among them, the three B meson anomalies,

indicating possible lepton flavor universality (LFU) violation, particularly stand out.

One of these anomalies manifests itself in the ratios

RD(∗) =
Γ(B → D(∗)τ−ν̄)

Γ(B → D(∗)`−ν̄)
, (1.1)

according to the experimental results in refs. [1–7]. The result for RD appears to be 1.9σ

larger than the SM prediction, i.e., RSM
D = 0.286±0.012, that is obtained by relying on the

lattice QCD results for both the vector and the scalar form factors [8] (see also ref. [9]).

The experimentally established RD∗ = 0.304 ± 0.020 has also been confirmed [6, 7, 10],

and it appears to be ∼ 3σ larger than predicted value RSM
D∗ = 0.252 ± 0.003 [11]. The

deviation from the SM prediction in the RD–RD∗ plane is at 3.9 σ level [10, 12, 13] and it

has accordingly attracted a lot of attention recently [11, 14–20].

The remaining two B meson anomalies are related to the b → s`+`− transition.

Namely, the LHCb experiment has found that there are slight discrepancies between the

SM prediction and the experimental results for the angular observable known as P ′5 in

B → K∗µ+µ− process. In many approaches this disagreement has been attributed to

new physics (NP), although the tension might be a result of the SM QCD effects (see e.g.

ref. [21] and references therein). The second of the two b → s`+`− transition anomalies

has been found in the ratio of the branching fractions,

RK ≡
B(B+ → K+µ+µ−)q2∈[1,6] GeV2

B(B+ → K+e+e−)q2∈[1,6] GeV2

= 0.745±0.090
0.074 ±0.036 [22],

R
q2∈[1.1,6] GeV2

K∗ ≡
B(B0 → K∗0µ+µ−)q2∈[1.1,6] GeV2

B(B0 → K∗0e+e−)q2∈[1.1,6] GeV2

= 0.69+0.11
−0.07 ± 0.05 [23],

R
q2∈[0.045,1.1] GeV2

K∗ = 0.66+0.11
−0.07 ± 0.03 [23].

(1.2)

The values the LHCb experiment measured for these ratios are consistently lower than

the SM prediction, i.e., RSM
K = 1.00 ± 0.03, in which the next-to-next-to-leading QCD

corrections and soft QED effects have been included [24, 25] (for RK∗ see table 1 and

references in [23]). In other words, the LHCb results point towards a significant effect of

the lepton flavor universality violation in this process. Recently, Belle Collaboration [26]

found out that the angular observable P ′5 agrees with the SM prediction much better for

electrons than for muons. This important result suggests that it is much more likely that

beyond the SM effects are present in the second generation of leptons, and that there are

currently no effects in b→ se+e− which would not be accounted for in the SM.

Many scenarios of NP [8, 16, 17, 27–49] have been investigated in order to explain

either RK(∗) and P ′5, or RD(∗) anomalies. An interesting observation was found in ref. [17]

that RK(∗) and P ′5 can be explained if NP couples only to the third generation of quarks

and leptons. Furthermore, the authors of refs. [32, 50] noticed that both RD(∗) and RK(∗)
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puzzles can be correlated if the effective four-fermion semileptonic operators consist of

left-handed doublets.

In this work we consider a Grand Unified Theory (GUT) inspired setting with a

light scalar S3 leptoquark (LQ) that transforms as (3,3, 1/3) under the SM gauge group

SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1). The state S3 is rendered baryon number conserving due to the GUT

symmetry, as we discuss in section 7, and generates purely left-handed current L̄LQ̄Q op-

erators which seem to be well-suited to explain the LFU puzzles if the S3 mass is at the

TeV scale. The need for the second light LQ state, R̃2 in representation (3,2, 1/6), emerges

naturally from the requirement of neutrino masses generation in the advocated GUT model

as well as from the gauge coupling unification. We accordingly include R̃2 in our study and

investigate whether it could partially compensate for the adverse low-energy effects of S3.

In section 2 we introduce relevant couplings of these two LQs with the SM fermions. We

proceed to show how S3 could, in principle, address the LFU puzzles in section 3. We then

present relevant additional constraints on the LQ parameters in section 4. The low-energy

flavor analysis is concluded in section 5 with the global fit of the relevant couplings of the

two LQs with quark-lepton pairs for three specific Yukawa structures. Section 6 is devoted

to collider study of the model signatures in the LQ resonant pair production and in a

t-channel LQ exchange contributing to ττ final states at LHC. We elaborate on the GUT

construction behind the two LQ states in section 7. Finally, we conclude in section 8.

2 Model setup

The LQ multiplet S3(3,3, 1/3) interacts with the SM fermions in accordance with its

quantum numbers, given in the brackets. The three charge eigenstate components of S3,

i.e., S
4/3
3 , S

1/3
3 , and S

−2/3
3 , have the following Yukawa interactions with fermions [51]

LS3 =− yij d̄C iL νjLS
1/3
3 −

√
2yij d̄

C i
L ejLS

4/3
3 +

+
√

2(V ∗y)ij ū
C i
L νjLS

−2/3
3 − (V ∗y)ij ū

C i
L ejLS

1/3
3 + h.c.,

(2.1)

where V is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix. Note that S3 has

purely left-handed couplings. The diquark interactions with S3 are not shown in eq. (2.1)

since we assume that S3 and its interactions originate from the GUT construction presented

in ref. [52] where the baryon number violating diquark couplings are forbidden due to the

grand unified symmetry.1 The main goal of our study is to address the puzzles observed in

neutral current LFU tests in the RK ratio (and related anomalies in b → sµ+µ−) as well

as in charged-current LFU ratios RD(∗) . Thus we have clear target observables that we can

affect with a small number of LQ Yukawa couplings.

In the context of SM complemented with effective operators (SM-EFT) it has been

shown that NP models contributing to dimension-6 operators made out of left-handed quark

and lepton doublets can explain both neutral- and charged-current LFU anomalies [17,

32, 50, 53, 54]. However, in an explicit NP model these effective interactions could be

1Complete model-independent sets of S3 and R̃2 couplings to fermions can be found in ref. [51].
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correlated, unlike in the effective theory,2 with other observables. Our intention is to

quantify this correlation within this particular model.

The LQ state S3 can affect all the target LFU observables with a minimal set of

parameters, e.g., ysµ, ybµ, and ybτ . In this work, however, we also study the effect of

the coupling ysτ which enables a handle on the semitauonic modes entering RD(∗) . The

couplings of S3 to dL and eL have to be rather small in order to avoid pressing bounds

from LFV and kaon physics. We opt to set those couplings to zero to obtain the following

flavor structure:

y =

0 0 0

0 ysµ ysτ
0 ybµ ybτ

 , V ∗y =

0 V ∗usysµ + V ∗ubybµ V
∗
usysτ + V ∗ubybτ

0 V ∗csysµ + V ∗cbybµ V ∗csysτ + V ∗cbybτ
0 V ∗tsysµ + V ∗tbybµ V ∗tsysτ + V ∗tbybτ

 . (2.2)

Note that the Yukawa couplings of S3 to up-type quarks are spread over generations due to

CKM rotation. In what follows all Yukawa couplings are assumed to be real. The ansatz

of eq. (2.2) summarizes the most general S3 scenario studied within our work, although we

will also comment on more restricted scenarios, where some additional elements of y will

be set to zero.

Having only one LQ with mass around the 1 TeV scale would invalidate unification of

gauge couplings, thus a second LQ state — R̃2 in our case — is needed. The two electric

charge eigenstates of R̃2 couple only to down-type quarks:

LR̃2
=− ỹij d̄iRe

j
LR̃

2/3
2 + ỹij d̄

i
Rν

j
LR̃
−1/3
2 + h.c.. (2.3)

The doublet R̃2 can accomodate the measured value of RK , but its right-handed current

contributions cause tensions with the reported value for RK∗ . In the current setting with

strictly left-handed neutrinos R̃2 does not interact with up-type quarks and thus cannot

affect RD(∗) . In our approach it is S3 that could, in principle, address both LFU anomalies,

whereas its side-effects in other well-constrained observables (e.g. Bs–B̄s mixing and B →
K(∗)ν̄ν) might be, hopefully, cancelled by R̃2. Since S3 will have largest effects in the τ

sector we have to introduce couplings of R̃2 to τ in order to compensate for potentially

unwanted effects. In the following analysis we will analyze a light S3 scenario with the

couplings texture (2.2) and along with it test the viability of having light R̃2 with nonzero

Yukawas involving the τ lepton. Namely, we take

ỹ =

0 0 0

0 0 ỹsτ
0 0 ỹbτ

 . (2.4)

The mass of R̃2 should be at around 1 TeV in order to affect low-energy phenomenology,

if required at all. We consistently take this to be the case when we discuss the role of R̃2

in gauge coupling unification and the neutrino mass generation.

2Even in the effective theory the quantum corrections have strong effect on low-energy precision mea-

surements [54, 55].
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For both LQ states the rotations with the CKM matrix V , left over from the transition

to the mass basis of fermions, have been assigned to the uL fields. For the study of flavor

phenomenology the neutrinos can be safely considered as massless. Thus, Lagrangians in

eqs. (2.1) and (2.3) are written in the fermion mass basis with the exception of νL whose

mass basis is ill-defined. We use flavor basis for the neutrinos, such that the Pontecorvo-

Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix becomes unity.

3 LFU violating contributions

In this section we focus on how the two light LQs would affect the LFU violating anomalies

measured in B meson decays. The gross features required of Yukawa matrices will be

presented. The detailed discussion of additional observables and their interplay with the

LFU anomalies will be presented in the next section.

3.1 Charged currents LFU: RD(∗)

The largest LFU violating effect is in the charged current observables RD(∗) . For a NP-

induced effective operator that follows the chirality structure of the SM it has been shown

that the dimensionless coupling of ∼ 0.1 is needed, if new particles have mass of Λ = 1 TeV

and contribute at tree level [41]. The matched contributions of S3 generate left-handed

current operator, whereas R̃2 cannot contribute to charged currents in this setup.3 In

particular in b→ c`ν̄ transition the S3 presence leads to the modification of the left-handed

charged-current operators:

LSL = −4GF√
2

[
(VUD + gLUD;``)(Ūγ

µPLD)(¯̀γµPLν`)
]
, U = u, c, t, D = s, b, ` = µ, τ,

(3.1)

where the LQ term in eq. (3.1) reads

gLUD;`ν = − v2

4m2
S3

(V y∗)U`yDν . (3.2)

The effect of S3 may be also understood as nonuniversal CKM elements in semileptonic

charged-current processes:

|V (`)
ij |

2 = |Vij |2
[
1− v2

2m2
S3

Re

(
Vis
Vij

y∗s`yj` +
Vib
Vij

y∗b`yj`

)]
, i = u, c, t, j = s, b, ` = µ, τ.

(3.3)

One also has lepton flavor violating S3 contributions parameterized by gUD;`ν , with their ef-

fect being much smaller since they do not interfere with the SM amplitude. They contribute

at subleading order, namely at v4/m4
S3

that we neglect in comparison to the interference

terms. Here v = 246 GeV is the electroweak vacuum expectation value. Notice that the

form of interaction imposed in eq. (2.2) implies that both decay modes B → D(∗)τντ and

3Charged currents can be induced by R̃2 if right-handed neutrinos are added to the fermion sector.
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B → D(∗)µνµ are affected. From the fit to the measured ratio RD(∗) , performed in ref. [41],

we learn that at 1 σ we have the following constraint on the S3 Yukawas:

Re
[
Vcb
(
|ybτ |2−|ybµ|2

)
+Vcs

(
ybτy

∗
sτ−ybµy∗sµ

)]
=−2CVL (mS3/TeV)2 , CVL = 0.18± 0.04 .

(3.4)

The RD(∗) constraint of eq. (3.4) includes effects from τ ν̄τ and µν̄µ states. It is important

to notice definite signs of the LQ-SM interference contributions which are proportional to

Vcb. Large ybτ is clearly disfavoured by (3.4) while ybµ results in negative interference term

in semi-muonic modes that would be welcome from the RD(∗) point of view, however this

possibility could be in conflict with precise measurements of LFU in R
µ/e

D(∗) (studied below

in section 4). Out of the remaining two terms ybµy
∗
sµ is negligible in eq.(3.4) as required

by the b → sµ+µ−. The only numerical scenario with positive interference term for the

semi-tauonic mode is the one with large Cabibbo favored contribution,

ybτy
∗
sτ ≈ −0.4(mS3/TeV)2. (3.5)

In the next section we will introduce constraints that put important bound on the above

product of Yukawas.

3.2 Neutral currents: RK(∗), B(B → K(∗)µ+µ−) and related observables

TheRK anomaly can be accounted for by the additional contribution of S3 state to the effec-

tive four-Fermi operators that are a product of left-handed quark and lepton currents [51].

The R̃2 state alone can also explain RK via the right-handed current operators [56], but

the recent measurement of RK∗ being significantly smaller than 1 [23] implies that these

operators’ contributions must be small [29, 56]. If we expand our analysis to a whole fam-

ily of observables driven by b→ sµ+µ− process the scenario with left-handed currents (S3

state) presents a good fit and prefers the following range at 1 σ [49] (see also [53, 57]):

C9 = −C10 = −0.61+0.13
−0.10. (3.6)

The exchange of S
4/3
3 contributes towards the above effective coefficients as

C9 = −C10 =
π

VtbV
∗
tsα

ybµy
∗
sµ

v2

m2
S3

. (3.7)

For a range (3.6) of Wilson coefficients we find

ybµy
∗
sµ = (−0.958+0.016

−0.020)× 10−3 (mS3/TeV)2 . (3.8)

Contrary to S3, the right-handed quark currents generated by R̃2 do not improve signif-

icantly the global agreement between theory predictions and observables related to the

b→ sµ+µ−. Tree-level matching of R̃2 amplitudes yields

C ′9 = −C ′10 = − π

VtbV
∗
tsα

ỹsµỹ
∗
bµ

v2

m2
R̃2

. (3.9)

Using the result of the global fit from [49] we have checked that including non-zero ỹsµ and

ỹbµ does not improve the fit considerably.
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4 Constraints on the LQ couplings

The introduction of the two LQ states with sizable couplings to explain the LFU observ-

ables, as presented above, inevitably causes side effects in related flavor observables which

we will focus on in this section.

4.1 LFU ratios and decay rates in charged currents

4.1.1 Semileptonic B decays

Besides measuring RD(∗) that does not distinguish between e and µ in the final state, Belle

Collaboration also reported on the lepton universality ratio in e and µ. Here we will use

R
e/µ
D∗ = 1.04(5)(1) [58] and R

µ/e
D = 0.995(22)(39) [59], both of which are consistent with 1.

In our framework the S3 state can potentially contribute to those ratios by rescaling the

overall normalization of B → D(∗)µν. It follows from eq. (3.3) that the S3 contributions

in these decays are constrained:

− v2

2m2
S3

Re

[(
Vcs
Vcb

y∗sµ + y∗bµ

)
ybµ

]
= R

µ/e

D(∗) − 1 = −0.023± 0.043, (4.1)

where we have averaged over the two Belle results. Due to its smallness the term ysµy
∗
bµ

is irrelevant in the above equation (see eq. (3.8)), albeit the factor ∼ 20 enhancement

due to CKM. After this simplification eq. (4.1) becomes a rather weak limit, i.e., |ybµ| .
1.5(mS3/TeV). It is, however, clear that ybµ, in spite of its large value, is not sufficient

to explain the RD(∗) constraint of eq. (3.4). Since the largest effects are concentrated in

the τ flavor, we expect large effect in leptonic decay of B− → τ ν̄ which is sensitive to

|V (τ)
ub |

2 ≈ |Vub|2[1 − v2/(2m2
S3

)Re((Vus/Vub)y
∗
sτybτ )], as given in eq. (3.3). The B− → τ ν̄

rate is thus enhanced by the same combination of Yukawas (and same order of Cabibbo

angle) that also drives the B → D(∗)τ ν̄ rate. The current experimental average B(B− →
τ ν̄) = (1.09 ± 0.24) × 10−4 is indeed slightly higher than the SM prediction B(B− →
τ ν̄)SM = (0.78 ± 0.07) × 10−4. If we assume that LQ Yukawas are real numbers then the

leading contribution y∗sτybτ in both observables leads to correlation

B(B− → τ ν̄)

B(B− → τ ν̄)SM
− 1 ≈

(
RD(∗)

RSM
D(∗)

− 1

)
ρ

ρ2 + η2
, (4.2)

where the CKM factor relating the two observables is close to unity.

4.1.2 Semileptonic K and τ decays

On the other hand, LFU in kaon decays has been tested and confirmed with better precision

through the following ratios:

RKe/µ =
Γ(K− → e−ν̄)

Γ(K− → µ−ν̄)
, RKτ/µ =

Γ(τ− → K−ν)

Γ(K− → µ−ν̄)
. (4.3)

As pointed out in ref. [42] these observables enable us to put strong constraints on the

corrections arising within models of NP. In the e/µ sector the experimental result [60]

agrees well with the SM prediction [61]:

R
K(exp)
e/µ = (2.488± 0.010)× 10−5, R

K(SM)
e/µ = (2.477± 0.001)× 10−5. (4.4)
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Using eq. (3.3) we recast eq. (4.4):

R
K(exp)
e/µ

R
K(SM)
e/µ

− 1 =
v2

2m2
S3

Re
[
|ysµ|2 + (Vub/Vus)y

∗
bµysµ

]
= (4.4± 4.0)× 10−3

⇒ |ysµ| . 0.5(mS3/TeV).

(4.5)

RKe/µ is most sensitive to |ysµ| since the product y∗bµysµ must be small as dictated by b→ sµµ

sector and comes with an additional CKM suppression. The agreement of experiment [60]

with the SM prediction [62] in the τ/µ exhibits a ∼ 2σ tension:

R
K(exp)
τ/µ = 467.0±6.7, R

K(SM)
τ/µ =

m3
K(m2

τ −m2
K)2

2mτm2
µ(m2

K −m2
µ)2

(1+δRτ/K) = 480.3±1.0, (4.6)

where the dominant error of the experimental ratio is due to the τ lifetime uncertainty,

whereas on the theory side it is the radiative correction δRτ/K = (0.90±0.22)% [63] which

is the source of uncertainty. The constraint is expressed as:

R
K(exp)
τ/µ

R
K(SM)
τ/µ

− 1 =
v2

2m2
S3

Re
[
|ysµ|2−|ysτ |2+(Vub/Vus)(y

∗
bµysµ−y∗bτysτ )

]
= (−2.8± 1.4)× 10−2.

(4.7)

4.1.3 Leptonic decays: W → τ ν̄, τ → `ν̄ν

The SM tree-level vertex τ̄ νW is rescaled due to penguin-like contribution of both S3 and

R̃2. As we integrate out S3 and R̃2 at the weak scale the W vertex with τ leptons reads
−g√

2
ν̄τ /WPLτ(1 + δ

(τ)
W ), where

δ
(τ)
W =

Nc

288π2

[
(2x+ 6x log x− 6xπi) (|ybτ |2 + |ysτ |2) + x̃ (|ỹsτ |2 + |ỹbτ |2)

]
,

x =
m2
W

m2
S3

, x̃ =
m2
W

m2
R̃2

.
(4.8)

Free color index in the loops graphs results in the Nc = 3 factor in front. We have neglected

the quark masses in the above calculation and presented only the leading terms in x and

x̃. The contribution of S3 with mass of 1 TeV shifts the W → τν decay width relatively

by 4 × 10−4(|ybτ |2 + |ysτ |2) which is well below the current ∼ 2% experimental precision.

The W → µν̄ is also rescaled by an analogous δ
(µ)
W factor.

At low energies the effective W → τν vertex would, together with direct box contri-

butions with LQs, manifest itself in the τ → `ν̄`ν̄τ decays. Only S3 may participate in

the box diagrams since R̃2 has no direct couplings to `. The effective interaction term of

τ → `ντ ν̄` then reads −g2
2m2

W
(ν̄τγµPLτ)(¯̀γµPL`)[1 + δ

(τ)
W + δ

(`)
W + δbox

τ`νν ], with

δbox
τ`νν =

Nc

128π2

v2

m2
S3

[
(y†y)2

`τ + 4(y†y)ττ (y†y)``

]
. (4.9)

As it has been pointed out recently in the literature [54, 55, 62] the LFU observable R
τ/`
τ ,

defined as a ratio B(τ → `νν)/B(µ → eνν), and normalized to the SM prediction of this
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ratio, is very sensitive to models modifying couplings of the τ lepton. Experimentally,

R
τ/µ
τ = 1.0022 ± 0.0030, R

τ/e
τ = 1.0060 ± 0.0030, while in the present model the leading

interference terms shift the ratios as

Rτ/eτ = 1 + 2Re
(
δ

(τ)
W − δ

(µ)
W

)
, Rτ/µτ = 1 + 2Re

(
δ

(τ)
W + δbox

τµνν

)
. (4.10)

4.1.4 Semileptonic decays of D and t

We have checked the effect of S3 on the leptonic charm meson decays Ds → `ν. Using

the bounds from kaon LFU observables presented above we find that the S3 correction to

the D → µν width is below 1%, while the experimental uncertainty of Ds → τν is 4%

and can easily accommodate |ysτ | . 1.2(mS3/TeV) without even taking into account the

uncertainty in the decay constant fDs . For the semileptonic top decay process among the

third generation fermions, t→ bτ+ν, the correction is also below the current sensitivity [64].

4.2 LFV and neutral currents

4.2.1 τ → µγ

Current bound B(τ → µγ) ≤ 4.4 × 10−8 has been determined by the BABAR collabora-

tion [65]. The S3 LQ contributes to the τ → µγ amplitude via b and s quarks and S
4/3
3 in

the loop and also via up quarks u, c, and t mediated by the S
−1/3
3 component. Using the

loop functions in the small quark mass limit as in ref. [51] we determine

Lτ→µγeff =
e

2
στµL µ̄(iσµνPL)τ Fµν , (4.11)

where the effective coupling reads

στµL =
3mτ

64π2m2
S3

[5ysµy
∗
sτ + ybµy

∗
bτ ] . (4.12)

4.2.2 Z → µτ and τ → 3µ

At loop level, S3 and R̃2 modify the Z → f1f̄2 decay widths which were precisely measured

at LEP-2. The largest effects in presented LQ model are expected for third generation final

states both in flavor conserving decays, as in Z → τ+τ−, which has been shown to have

only weak constraining power in ref. [66], as well as in LFV modes Z → τ±µ∓. The latter

decay happens due to penguin diagrams with S3 as well as 1-particle reducible diagrams

and is suppressed by a loop factor and small ratio x = m2
Z/m

2
S3

, in which we expand to

leading order:

ΓZ→τ∓µ± =

√
2GFm

3
Z

3π

∣∣∣∣ Nc

288π2
x(2− 3 cos2 θW − 3 log x+ 3πi)

∣∣∣∣2 (|ysµysτ |2 + ybµybτ |2
)
.

(4.13)

We have checked that B(Z → µτ) is well below the current experimental bound at 10−5.

Compared to the closely related τ → µγ decay, this channel is less stringently constrained

and thus we do not include it in the fit. On the other hand, the B(τ → 3µ) < 2.1 × 10−8

at 90% C.L. [60], and can be mediated by the above mentioned LFV Z vertex or via box
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diagram containing S3 and quarks. They are both encompassed in the low-energy effective

Lagrangian:

Lτ→3µ =
−Nc(y

†y)µτ
(4π)2m2

S3

×

[
(y†y)µµ +

√
2

9
GFm

2
W (2− 3 cos2 θW − 3 log x− 3πi)

]
(µ̄γµPLτ)(µ̄γµPLµ)

− Nc(y
†y)µτ

(4π)2m2
S3

2
√

2

9
GFm

2
Z sin2 θW (2−3 cos2 θW−3 log x−3πi) (µ̄γµPLτ)(µ̄γµPRµ),

(4.14)

where, again, x = m2
Z/m

2
S3

. The mixed chirality stems from the Z coupling to µ̄RµR.

In the limit of mµ/mτ → 0 the two terms above do not interfere. We notice that when

all couplings are ∼ 1 and mS3 = 1 TeV then the B(τ → 3µ) is in the ballpark of current

experimental upper bound. As will be shown in section 5, realistic values of the Yukawas

result in much smaller contribution to this channel, and that is why we omit this channel

from the fit.

4.2.3 (g − 2)µ

The difference between the experimental value and the one predicted by the SM is δaµ =

aexp
µ − aSM

µ = (2.8± 0.9)× 10−9 [60]. Following [51] and using the Lagrangian of eq. (2.1),

we derive the contribution of S3 to the muon anomalous magnetic moment:

δaS3
µ = −

3m2
µ

(32π2m2
S3

(
|ysµ|2 + |ybµ|2

)
. (4.15)

Since the above contribution has wrong sign with respect to the experimental pull individual

Yukawa couplings of S3 to the µ should be small. Notice that the contribution of R̃2 to

(g − 2)µ is greatly suppressed and vanishes at ms,b/mR̃2
→ 0 [51, 67].

4.2.4 B → Kµτ decays

The lepton flavor violation can be induced by the LQ presence at tree level in B → Kµτ

and also in decays of bottomonium to τµ. As noticed in [42] the latter process has been

constrained at the level of 10−6 however these bounds are not competitive with the bound

B(B− → K−µ±τ∓) < 4.8×10−5 at 90% C.L. [68]. This inclusive mode is sensitive to both

ysτybµ and ysµybτ as B(B− → K−µ±τ∓) = 8.6× 10−3[(ysτybµ)2 + (ysµybτ )2] when the form

factors of ref. [69] are used. The constraint then reads√
(ybτysµ)2 + (ybµysτ )2 . 0.075(mS3/TeV)2. (4.16)

4.2.5 Bs–B̄s mixing frequency

Despite being a loop observable in the LQ scenarios, the Bs meson mixing frequency is

one of the most important constraints in our particular setup where the product of S3

Yukawas ybτysτ is large. This product alone would lead to uncomfortably large effect in
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Figure 1. Three types of box-diagrams with S3 and R̃2 contributing to ∆ms.

the Bs–B̄s oscillation frequency ∆ms. However, there is an additional box amplitude due

to R̃2 as well as an amplitude with both S3 and R̃2 propagating in the box, as shown in

figure 1. Amplitudes that correspond to the first and second diagram in figure 1 can be

found in refs. [8, 51] and contribute to operators C1 and C̃1 of the effective Hamiltonian,

respectively:

H∆ms = (CSM
1 + CS3

1 ) (s̄Lγ
νbL)2 + C̃R̃2

1 (s̄Rγ
νbR)2

+ CS3R̃2
4 (s̄RbL)(s̄LbR) + CS3R̃2

5 (s̄αRb
β
L)(s̄βLb

α
R). (4.17)

The third diagram in figure 1 in which both LQs are present, but couple with opposite

chirality to the fermions, contributes to the Wilson coefficient C5. There the color indices α

and β are summed across ∆B = 1 currents. The box diagrams in figure 1 are well approx-

imated using a limit of massless virtual leptons and match onto the effective Hamiltonian

at scale Λ = O(mS3) ∼ 1 TeV:

CSM
1 (mt) =

m2
WS0(xt)(VtbV

∗
ts)

2

8π2v4
,

CS3
1 (Λ) =

3(yy†)2
bs

128π2m2
S3

,

C̃R̃2
1 (Λ) =

(ỹỹ†)2
sb

64π2m2
R2

,

CS3R̃2
4 (Λ) = 0,

CS3R̃2
5 (Λ) =

(yỹ†)bb(ỹy
†)ss

16π2

logm2
S3
/m2

R2

m2
S3
−m2

R2

.

(4.18)

Evaluation of hadronic matrix elements for Bs–B̄s mixing is performed at the scale µ =

m̄b(m̄b) = 4.2 GeV. Utilizing parameterization in terms of bag parameters as in ref. [70],

we find for the oscillation frequency

∆ms =
2

3
mBsf

2
BsB

(1)
Bs

(µ)
∣∣CSM

1 (µ)
∣∣

×

∣∣∣∣∣∣1 +

[
CS3

1 + C̃R̃2
1

CSM
1

]
µ

+
1

2

[(
mBs

m̄b(m̄b) + m̄s(m̄b)

)2

+
3

2

][
B

(5)
Bs

B
(1)
Bs

CR̃2S3
5

CSM
1

]
µ

+
3

2

[(
mBs

m̄b(m̄b) + m̄s(m̄b)

)2

+
1

6

][
B

(4)
Bs

B
(1)
Bs

CR̃2S3
4

CSM
1

]
µ

∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
(4.19)
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For the SM prediction we use the perturbative QCD renormalization at next-to-leading

order whose effect is subsumed in η2B = 0.55(1) [71]. The non-perturbative parameters

and perturbative RG running effects of C1 are combined into a scale-invariant combination,

f2
BsB

(1)
Bs

(µ)CSM
1 (µ) = f2

BsB̂
(1)
Bs
η2BC

SM
1 (mt), (4.20)

where the value of renormalization-group invariant bag parameter is taken from the QCD

lattice simulation with three dynamical quarks [72]: f2
Bs
B̂

(1)
Bs

= 0.0754(46)(15) GeV2.4 First

number in the brackets represents statistical and systematic error, apart from systematic

error due to omission of dynamical charm-quark, which is shown in the second bracket. The

SM prediction is then ∆mSM
s = (19.6±1.6) ps−1. For the LQ contributions in eq. (4.19) we

use the values of B
(i)
Bs

(µ) from ref. [72]. For the multiplicative renormalization of coefficients

CS3
1 and C̃R̃2

1 we neglect the running from Λ to mt, such that running effect to low scale

is the same as in the SM, whereas for CR̃2S3
4,5 we use the leading order mixing [74] to find

CR̃2S3
4 (µ) = 0.61CR̃2S3

5 (Λ), CR̃2S3
5 (µ) = 0.88CR̃2S3

5 (Λ). For the ratios of bag parameters

we use central values to find B
(5)
Bs

(µ)/B
(1)
Bs

(µ) = 0.99, B
(4)
Bs

(µ)/B
(1)
Bs

(µ) = 1.07 [72]. Note

that in this case the experimental value ∆mexp
s = (17.757 ± 0.021) ps−1 has negligible

uncertainty [60].

4.2.6 B → K(∗)νν̄

The B → K(∗)νν̄ decay offers an excellent probe of the lepton flavor conserving as well as

lepton flavor violating combination of the LQ couplings. Following [42] and with the help

of notation in refs. [56, 75, 76], we write the effective Lagrangian:

Lb→sν̄νeff =
GFα

π
√

2
VtbV

∗
ts

(
s̄γµ[CijL PL + CijRPR]b

)
(ν̄iγ

µ(1− γ5)νj). (4.21)

In the SM we have a contribution for each pair of neutrinos and therefore CSM,ij
L = CSM

L δij
where CSM

L = −6.38± 0.06 [75]. The respective contributions of S3 and R̃2 to the left- and

right-handed operators are [51]:

CS3,ij
L =

πv2

2αVtbV
∗
tsm

2
S3

ybjy
∗
si, CR̃2,ij

R = − πv2

2αVtbV
∗
tsm

2
R̃2

ỹsj ỹ
∗
bi. (4.22)

While the amplitude of B → Kν̄ν depends only on the vectorial part of Wilson coeffi-

cients (4.22), the B → K∗ν̄ν amplitude is also sensitive to axial current, and the two

decay modes constrain the right-handed Wilson coefficient differently. We follow ref. [76]

and introduce

εij =

√
|CSM
L δij + CS3,ij

L |2 + |CR̃2,ij
R |2

|CSM
L |

, ηij =
−Re

[
(CSM

L δij + CS3,ij
L )CR̃2,ij∗

R

]
|CSM
L δij + CS3,ij

L |2 + |CR̃2,ij
R |2

. (4.23)

4We prefer to use the results of ref. [72] that include bag parameters for the whole operator basis.

However, for B
(1)
Bs

we have found good agreement with the FLAG average of 2+1 dynamical simulations,

f2
Bs
B̂

(1)
Bs

= 0.0729(86) [73].
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Then the SM-normalized branching fractions are

Rνν =
B(B → Kν̄ν)

B(B → Kν̄ν)SM
=

1

3

∑
ij

(1− 2ηij)ε
2
ij ,

R∗νν =
B(B → K∗ν̄ν)

B(B → K∗ν̄ν)SM
=

1

3

∑
ij

(1 + κηηij)ε
2
ij ,

(4.24)

where κη = 1.34±0.04 [76]. Among the possible final states, we will take the two strongest

bounds on R
(∗)
νν determined by the Belle experiment, B(B → K∗νν̄) < 2.7 × 10−5 and

B(B → Kνν̄) < 1.6 × 10−5 which translate to R∗νν < 2.7 and Rνν < 3.9, both at 90%

C.L. [77].

4.2.7 bb̄→ µ+µ− scattering

The measurements of µ+µ− spectra at high invariant mass mµµ are sensitive to large

couplings ysµ or ybµ. The relevant channel in our case is bb̄→ µ+µ− which directly limits

ybµ. If we assume that effective dim-6 operator description is a good approximation to the

t-channel S3 exchange at LHC energy, then we can use a 1 σ bound derived in ref. [78]

y2
bµ < 0.30(mS3/TeV)2. (4.25)

4.2.8 D decays

The weak triplet nature of S3 implies couplings only to the weak doublets of quarks and

leptons, and thus corrections to the charged current processes only rescale the SM charged

current contributions. The dominant modification of Vcs element associated with semi-

muonic decays follows from eq. (3.2):

Vcs → Vcs −
v2

4m2
S3

(ysµ + V ∗cbybµ)ysµ. (for processes with µν̄µ). (4.26)

Assuming that the CKM-suppressed ybµ term can be neglected in eq. (4.26) and using the

fact that current precision on the semileptonically determined Vcs reaches 1 per-mille [60],

we find ysµ . 0.3(mS3/TeV).

Rare charm decays with two leptons, e.g. D0 → µ+µ− and D → Mµ+µ−, are most

constraining at the moment (for dineutrino modes cf. [79]), where M can be a pseudoscalar

or a vector meson. The effective Wilson coefficient of the left-handed current, C9 = −C10 ≈
(Vusπv

2)/(αVubV
∗
cbm

2
S3

)y2
sµ can be compared to the bounds, |C9|, |C10| . 1.0/|VubVcb|, ob-

tained in ref. [80]. We learn that the ensuing bound ysµ . 0.5(mS3/TeV) from rare decays

is weaker than the abovementioned bound from semileptonic decays.

5 Flavor couplings

In this section we study three scenarios differing in the number of variable Yukawas. For

each scenario we report a minimum of χ2 function, which is a sum of terms corresponding

to all observables discussed in the preceding sections. We also report 1 σ regions for the
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Figure 2. Left panel: RD(∗) is resolved in hatched (2 σ) and doubly hatched (1 σ) regions, whereas

the b → sµµ puzzle is resolved in dashed-hatched region at 1 σ. Region below the black line with

a hatching is in 1 σ agreement with R
µ/e

D(∗) . No LHC constraint on ybµ is considered. Right panel:

same as left panel apart from inclusion of constraint on ybµ from LHC. Red and orange regions in

both graphs denote 1 σ and 2σ results of the fit.

interesting two-dimensional projections of parameter space. While performing these fits we

limit all free Yukawa couplings to be smaller than 3. Introduction of this artificial cut-off is

guided by the constraints posed by the LHC searches, discussed in section 6. The SM point

has χ2 = 71.6 and serves as a reference value to which χ2 of the three fits are compared.

5.1 S3 coupled to muons (2 parameters)

In this scenario we consider only the effect of S3 with non-zero muonic couplings:

y =

0 0 0

0 ysµ 0

0 ybµ 0

 . (5.1)

We set mS3 = 1 TeV and for the moment ignore the direct LHC constraint on ybµ spelled

out in eq. (4.25). In this case the best fit point has χ2 = 34.7 reached at ysµ = 5 × 10−4

and ybµ = 1.8. The RD(∗) puzzle can be addressed by lowering B(B → D(∗)µν) which

requires large ybµ coupling as seen in eq. (3.4). The 1σ and 2σ regions of the fit are shown

in figure 2. Left panel in figure 2 exposes tension between RD(∗) (2.8σ pull) and R
µ/e

D(∗)

(1.8σ pull) which is even more exacerbated when we include the direct constraints on ybµ
from LHC (right panel of figure 2). The latter scenario with all constraints included has

χ2 = 42.4 at point (ysµ, ybµ) = ±(2 × 10−3, 0.46) which corresponds to the 5.0σ pull of

the SM hypothesis. One can observe in the right panel in figure 2 that in this case the

preferred region is drawn further away from RD(∗) . The results indicate that RD(∗) cannot

be explained by omitting couplings to τ . Detailed results on the pulls are given in the third

column of table 1.
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SM mS3 = 1 TeV mS3 = 1.0/1.5 TeV Eq.

(ysµ, ybµ) (ysµ, ybµ, ysτ , ybτ )

w.o./w. eq. (4.25)

χ2 71.6 34.7/42.4 36.8/38.0

b→ s`+`− 5.4 0.0/0.0 0.0/0.0 (3.8)

RD(∗) 4.5 2.8/4.4 4.0/4.2 (3.4)

(g − 2)µ 3.1 3.5/3.1 3.1/3.1 (4.15)

RKτ/µ 2.0 2.0/2.0 0.3/0.3 (4.7)

R
τ/e
τ 2.0 1.6/2.0 2.1/2.1 (4.10)

B(B → τν) 1.2 1.2/1.2 1.1/1.2 (4.2)

∆ms 1.1 1.1/1.1 1.6/1.6 (4.19)

RKe/µ 1.1 1.1/1.1 1.1/1.1 (4.5)

R
τ/µ
τ 0.7 0.7/0.7 0.8/0.8 (4.10)

R
µ/e

D(∗) 0.5 1.8/0.4 0.5/0.5 (4.1)

Rνν 0.5 0.6/0.6 0.8/0.6 (4.24)

bb→ µµ 0.0 − /0.7 0.0/0.0 (4.25)

B(τ → µγ) 0.0 0.0/0.0 0.4/0.3 (4.11)

B(B → Kτµ) 0.0 0.0/0.0 0.3/0.3 (4.16)

Table 1. Observables that enter the global fit with their pulls in σ in the SM and S3 scenarios.

Third column represents the case when mS3
= 1 TeV and only ysµ, ybµ are allowed, without/with

taking into account bb̄ → µµ constraint. Fourth column represents the fit of the ysµ, ybµ, ysτ , ybτ
scenario for mS3

= 1.0/1.5 TeV. The constraints with negligible pulls are not shown in this table.

5.2 S3 coupled to muons and taus (4 parameters)

Since the purely muonic couplings are in conflict with RD(∗) we allow in addition for tauonic

couplings of S3:

y =

0 0 0

0 ysµ ysτ
0 ybµ ybτ

 . (5.2)

In this case both couplings with the muons tend to be small, below 0.1, and are relevant

only in b → sµµ, whereas the couplings to τ are ∼ 1 in order to enhance RD(∗) . For

mS3 = 1 TeV we find that the minimal χ2 of this scenario with 4 degrees of freedom

is 36.8 reached at (ysµ, ybµ, ysτ , ybτ ) = (0.047, 0.020, 0.87,−0.048),5 which makes the SM

point excluded at 5.0σ (pull). In figure 3 the fit in the tauonic couplings’ plane shows

how the optimal region is still far from the central value of RD(∗) , mostly due to Rνν and

∆ms, which do not allow for large products of ybτysτ . Pulls of individual observables for

mS3 = 1.0/1.5 TeV are presented in the fourth column of table 1.

5The fit is approximately invariant with respect to the overall sign of the muonic or tauonic couplings

which implies a fourfold degeneracy.
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Figure 3. Fit for the mS3
= 1 TeV scenario with four free couplings. RD(∗) is resolved within

hatched (2σ) and doubly hatched (1 σ) regions. Region to the left of the dashed line (hatched) is

in 1σ agreement with Rνν and R∗νν . ∆ms prefers (at 2 σ) a region on the hatched side of full line.

Red and orange regions are 1 σ and 2σ results of the fit.

5.3 S3 and R̃2 (6 parameters)

In order to relax the tension in the ysτ–ybτ plane between large effect in RD(∗) and well

constrained R
(∗)
νν and ∆ms, we could invoke a light R̃2 with couplings to τ . We consider a

case mS3 = mR̃2
= 1 TeV with six free Yukawa couplings (yij from the previous subsection

and (ỹsτ , ỹbτ ) pair) to find χ2 = 33.4 at (ysµ, ybµ, ysτ , ybτ ) = (0.051, 0.019, 0.86,−0.069),

(ỹsτ , ỹbτ ) = (3, 0.0026),6 that represents a 4.9σ pull of the SM. Most importantly, the

tension in RD(∗) is only marginally improved and stands at 3.7σ. The presence of R̃2

allows for partial cancellation in ∆ms between large tauonic couplings of S3 and R̃2, which

is not the case in both Rνν and R∗νν , where cancellation in one observable necessary spoils

the other (cf. (4.24)). We thus conclude that light R̃2 with relatively large couplings to

the SM fermions cannot improve substantially the agreement with data. We accordingly

assume that the couplings of R̃2, i.e., ỹij of eq. (2.3), are small enough as not to affect

flavor observables. With light R̃2 and its Yukawa couplings sufficiently small to avoid

flavor constraints we can still aid gauge coupling unification and generate viable neutrino

masses in the underlying GUT model as we show in section 7.

6 Collider constrains

In what follows we confront our model, comprising two light LQs, with collider constraints

while taking into account the particularities of the flavor structure derived in the previous

6Degenerate best-fit points are obtained by flipping sign of individual Yukawas in a manner that does

not change signs of ysµybµ, ysτybτ , ỹsτ ỹbτ , and ysτ ỹsτ .
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Figure 4. (Left panel) 95% C.L. exclusion limits from LQ pair production (dotted blue lines) at

different projected LHC luminosities for a 1 TeV S3 LQ. The red region corresponds to the 1 σ low

energy fit. (Right panel) Reinterpretation of the CMS Collaboration exclusion limits for two generic

degenerate LQs decaying into ττbb final state in the βeff–mLQ plane.

section. We demonstrate the viability of the proposed model and present bounds from

third generation LQ pair production as well as high-mass ττ production searches at the

13 TeV LHC for current and projected luminosities. We show that a large portion of the

relevant parameter space can be covered by the HL-LHC.

6.1 LQ pair production

The current best mass limit for LQs that decay to the third-generation leptons has been

recently reported by the CMS Collaboration while searching for a pair of QCD produced

LQs decaying into the τ+τ−bb̄ channel [81]. This search excludes an LQ with mass bellow

850 GeV (550 GeV) for a branching ratio (BR) of β = 1 (β = 0.5). This search can set limits

on the parameter space of our model via pp→S
4/3∗

3 S
4/3
3 (R̃

2/3∗

2 R̃
2/3
2 )→ τ+τ−bb̄ processes.

We focus on the scenario presented in section 5.2 when S3 is at the TeV scale and R̃2

is assumed not to feed significantly in the τ+τ−bb̄ signal. In this case the CMS bound can

be applied directly to the S
4/3
3 state, at a benchmark mass of mS3 = 1 TeV, decaying into

a τb pair with a BR given by

β ≈ |ybτ |2

|ybτ |2 + |ysτ |2
. (6.1)

Here we neglect the small widths of S
4/3
3 into both muonic channels. Results are given

in figure 4 (left panel), where the dashed blue contours represent the 95% C.L. exclusion

limits for different LHC luminosities and the red region represents the 1 σ region for the

low-energy fit derived in section 5.2. It is worth mentioning that we did not include other

contributions which could potentially tighten these bounds, for example, contributions from
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pp→ S
4/3∗

3 S
4/3
3 → τ+τ−bs.7 The search starts losing sensitivity for mS3 above 1 TeV, while

for masses larger than 1.2 TeV the search does not produce any useful limits. In conclusion,

a third generation LQ pair production search at the LHC is not a sensitive probe for this

particular flavor structure of our LQ model.

We now turn to the scenario where two generic third generation LQs (like e.g. S3 and

R̃2) are at the TeV scale and both contribute to LQ pair production. A naive reinterpreta-

tion of the CMS limits [81] can be performed when (i) both LQ components are degenerate

in mass,8 (ii) interference terms between the final state τb pairs at the amplitude level

are negligible and, (iii) the LQ decay widths are small enough in order to guarantee the

narrow width approximation (NWA) assumed in the experimental search. This scenario

would thus correspond to the particular case we investigated in section 5.3.

As shown in appendix A, the CMS bound for one LQ can be directly mapped into

a bound for two degenerate LQs we denote with LQ1 and LQ2, for simplicity, when the

associated BRs are β1 and β2, respectively. (See figure 2 (right panel) of ref. [81] for the

experimental limit.) The inferred limits, which apply in general to two third-generation

LQs with non-interfering final states, are presented in figure 4 (right panel) for an integrated

luminosity of 12.9 fb−1 (solid green contour). For example, we find that both LQs with

equal masses bellow 930 GeV (600 GeV) are excluded at 95% C.L. if βeff = 1 (βeff = 0.5),

where βeff =
√

(β2
1 + β2

2)/2. We also include LHC projections for an integrated luminosity

of 300 fb−1 (dashed green contour) by rescaling the CMS Collaboration limits with the

square root of the luminosity ratio. At this projected luminosity the LQ pair production

search is not sensitive for masses above 1.3 TeV. These results, again, can be used for our

LQ model for degenerate S3 and R̃2 LQs at the TeV scale. Unfortunately, the LHC bounds

on the couplings extracted from LQ pair production search are not strong enough to probe

this scenario either.

6.2 High-mass ττ production

In this section we study the implication of light S3 and R̃2 leptoquarks for high-pT ττ

production at the LHC. It was shown in refs. [32, 82] that ττ resonance searches at the

LHC produce stringent constrains on a large class of models explaining the RD(∗) anomaly.

In what follows we give predictions for the deviation from the SM in the invariant mass tails

of pp → τ+τ− and derive bounds at different luminosities for the parameter space of the

present LQ model from the 13 TeV ATLAS Collaboration resonance search at 3.2 fb−1 [83].

Both LQs contribute to pp → τ+τ− production exclusively through Yukawa interac-

tions by exchanging S
4/3
3 , S

1/3
3 , and R̃

2/3
2 components in the t-channel from partonic qq̄

annihilation. The relevant Feynman diagrams are depicted in figure 5. Potentially large

contributions may come from the processes with incoming strange quarks ss̄→ τ+τ− and

sb̄ (bs̄) → τ+τ−, followed by sub-leading contributions from bottom, charm and up quark

7This process will produce events in the signal region defined in ref. [81], which is based on only one

b-tagged jet and not two. We have also excluded from our analysis contributions coming from the non-QCD

LQ pair production.
8For the non-degenerate case the results of ref. [81] are not directly applicable given that each LQ will

have different kinematic distributions leading to different selection efficiencies in the signal region.
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Figure 5. Leading order Feynman diagrams for the t-channel S3 and R̃2 exchanges in pp→ τ+τ−

process. The red vertex indicates the presence of the |Vus| Cabibbo suppression in the coupling.

initiated processes bb̄ (cc̄) (uū) → τ+τ−. The flavor structure in eq. (2.2) also allows for

S
1/3
3 to couple to u and τ via the CKM mixing. Nevertheless, this coupling is proportional

to |Vus| ysτ , meaning that ττ production from incoming up quarks is Cabibbo suppressed

leading to negligible cross-sections of order |Vus|2 and |Vus|4 for the processes cū → τ+τ−

and uū→ τ+τ−, respectively. The Cabibbo suppressed vertices are shown in red in Feyn-

man diagrams of figure 5. On the other hand, at high-x the large proton PDF of the valence

up quark in the process uc̄ → τ+τ− can marginally compensate for the |Vus| suppression

in the amplitude giving a contribution comparable to cc̄→ τ+τ− in the total cross-section.

We now focus on the total cross-section σfid
TOT of pp → τ+τ− far from the Z-pole in

the high-mass tails of the ττ invariant mass distribution. We will, for definiteness, study

the scenario where only S3 contributes to ττ production. The couplings of R̃2 are assumed

to be small and can thus be safely neglected for this collider study. This is in accordance

with the outcome of the numerical study presented in section 5.2.

At leading-order (LO), ττ production will receive contributions from the t-channel

exchange of S3, from the s-channel SM Drell-Yan pp → Z/γ∗ → ττ production, and from

interference effects between these processes. The high-mass kinematic region is defined

by the following fiducial cuts on the final states: pT > 100 GeV (50 GeV) for the leading

(sub-leading) τ and a high invariant mass cut for the ττ pair of mττ > 600 GeV. We

define the signal strength µpp→ττ as the ratio of σfid
TOT with the SM Drell-Yan fiducial

cross-section σfid
SM:

µpp→ττ ≡ σfid
TOT / σ

fid
SM = 1 + σfid

LQ / σ
fid
SM . (6.2)

Here the fiducial cross-section σfid
LQ includes all NP contributions from both the LQ squared

and LQ-SM interference amplitudes, i.e., σfid
LQ = 2 Re(A∗SMALQ) + |ALQ|2. The ratio

σfid
LQ / σ

fid
SM quantifies the NP deviation of the total fiducial cross-section from the expected

SM prediction. The LQ Yukawa couplings enter in σfid
LQ as

σfid
LQ(ysτ , ybτ ) = σss̄ (ysτ ) + σsb̄ (ysτ , ybτ ) + σbb̄ (ybτ ) + σcc̄,uū,uc̄ (ysτ ), (6.3)

In order to conform with the analysis in section 5 we assume all Yukawa couplings to be

real. Here σss̄, σsb̄, σbb̄ and σcc̄,uū,uc̄ correspond to the fiducial cross-sections of the processes
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Figure 6. (Left panel) Contours of constant signal strength µpp→ττ for different deviations from

the SM prediction at mS3
= 1 TeV. (Right panel) 95% C.L. limits for LHC luminosities of 100,

300, and, 3000 fb−1 (dotted blue contours) from recasting high-mass ττ searches by ATLAS [83] for

mS3
= 1 TeV. The red region corresponds to the 1 σ low-energy fit.

ss̄→ τ+τ−, sb̄ (s̄b)→ τ+τ−, bb̄→ τ+τ− and cc̄ (uū) (uc̄)→ τ+τ− respectively. These can

be expressed as generic quartic polynomials in the couplings:

σss̄ (ysτ ) = y4
sτ A1 + y2

sτ B1 , (6.4)

σsb̄ (ysτ , ybτ ) = y2
sτy

2
bτ A2 , (6.5)

σbb̄ (ybτ ) = y4
bτ A3 + y2

bτ B3 , (6.6)

σcc̄,uū,uc̄ (ysτ ) = y4
sτ A4 − y2

sτ B4 . (6.7)

The polynomial coefficients Ai and Bi are functions of the mass mS3 describing the LQ

squared amplitudes and LQ-SM interference amplitudes, respectively. In eqs. (6.4)–(6.7)

we define all polynomial coefficients to be positive and include the explicit signs of the LQ-

SM interference coefficients Bi, indicating the presence of either destructive or constructive

interference amplitudes. The origin of the sign of these interference terms can be traced

back to the SM amplitude proportional to the T3 − sin2 θW Q coupling of the Z boson

with the incoming quarks along with the sign of the LQ Yukawa interactions of S
4/3 (1/3)
3 .

The interference arising between the Z boson and the S
4/3 (1/3)
3 components is driven by

the weak isospin of the quark doublets, i.e., positive (negative) for up(down)-type quarks.

This translates into a constructive interference for down-type quarks in dd̄, ss̄ , bb̄ → ττ

processes and destructive interference for up-type quarks in cc̄ , uū → ττ processes. As a

consequence, this relative sign that appears between the LQ-SM interferences in different

ττ production channels leads to a partial cancellation in the cross-section σfid
LQ. For more

details see appendix B.

For the calculations below we choose a benchmark mass value of 1 TeV. In order to

extract the values of the polynomial coefficients Ai and Bi we generate in FeynRules [84]

the UFO model file for the Lagrangian for S3 and simulate in MadGraph5 [85] 13 TeV event
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samples of pp→ τ+τ− subject to the high-mass fiducial cuts discussed above for different

values of the couplings. The specific values of the coefficients can be found in appendix B.

In figure 6 (left panel) we show results for different contours of constant signal strength

µpp→ττ in the ysτ–ybτ plane for the 1 TeV mass scenario. This shows that our LQ model

equipped with the proposed flavor structure with ysτ,bτ couplings of O(1), predicts at the

LHC an enhancement of O(10%) in the ττ tails when compared to the SM.

In the remaining part of this section we confront our model with existing LHC data

and extract 95% C.L. limits for the model parameters at different integrated luminosities.

For this we recast a heavy Z ′ search by the ATLAS Collaboration with 3.2 fb−1 of data in

the fully hadronic τhadτhad channel [83]. For the recast we generate at LO in MadGraph5

a set of the LQ τhadτhad signal samples followed by parton showering and hadronization

in Pythia8 [86]. We have included interference effects between the LQ signals and the

SM Drell-Yan background process. Detector effects are simulated in Delphes3 [87] with

settings tuned according to the experimental environment of the τhadτhad inclusive category

as described in ref. [83]. For this category, events are selected if the reconstructed objects

satisfies the following requirements:

• pT > 110 GeV (55 GeV) for the leading (sub-leading) τhad.

• Events with isolated electrons (muons) are vetoed if pT > 10 GeV (pT > 15 GeV).

• Opposite sign τhadτhad with back-to-back topology in the transverse plane,

∆φ(τhadτhad) > 2.7.

• Total transverse mass cut of mtot
T > 350 GeV.

Here mtot
T is the dynamical variable used to reconstruct the invariant mass of the visible

part of τhadτhad defined as (mtot
T )2 ≡ m2

T (τ1, τ2)+m2
T (τ1, E

miss
T )+m2

T (τ2, E
miss
T ) where Emiss

T

is the total missing energy in the event and m2
T (A,B) = pT (A)pT (B)(1 − cos ∆φ(A,B))

is the squared transverse mass of objects A and B. In order to extract limits from the

tails of the mtot
T distributions we use the statistical analysis presented in ref. [82]. For

mLQ > 1 TeV the most sensitive bin corresponds to the last one (mtot
T > 684 GeV) where

a point in parameter space is excluded at 95% C.L. if the number of events in that bin

exceeds 11, 36 and 113 at integrated luminosities of 30, 300, 3000 fb−1 respectively. Here

we have applied a naive scaling of the limits for the 3.2 fb−1 search to arbitrary luminosities

with
√
Lint/3.2 fb−1. The results are given in figure 6 (Right panel) for the benchmark

mass of mLQ = 1 TeV. There the regions to the right of the dotted blue boundaries are

excluded at 95% C.L. for future LHC luminosities of 30 fb−1, 300 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1. In the

plot we have also included the 1 σ region in solid red obtained from the low-energy fit to

all flavor experiments performed in section 5.2. Notice that these bounds are conservative

given that we have not included NLO QCD corrections and have not taken into account

other processes such as non-resonant qg → ττq that can produce sizeable contributions to

the inclusive τhadτhad category.9 From these results we conclude that the High-Luminosity

9This last process, although αs suppressed, has a large PDF from the initial gluon that enhances the

total inclusive cross-section by O(10%) or more.
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LHC can probe a large portion of the parameter space for the Yukawa coupling ansatz of

section 5.2.

7 GUT completion

The preceding sections were devoted to the study of the impact of light scalar fields S3 and

R̃2 with potentially sizeable couplings to the quark-lepton pairs on the flavor physics pro-

cesses and LHC observables. Here we want to demonstrate that these fields and associated

couplings can originate from a consistent grand unified theory (GUT) model.

To insure that the LHC accessible leptoquarks S3 and R̃2 are not in conflict with

stringent limits on matter stability it is necessary that both S3 and R̃2 do not cou-

ple to the quark-quark pairs either directly or through the mixing with other scalars

in a specific model of unification. It turns out that one can meet this requirement

in an SU(5) model that comprises 5-, 15-, 24-, and 45-dimensional scalar representa-

tions [52]. The decomposition of the scalar sector of that model is 5 = (ΨD,ΨT ) =

(1,2, 1/2) ⊕ (3,1,−1/3), 15 = (Φa,Φb,Φc) = (1,3, 1) ⊕ (3,2, 1/6) ⊕ (6,1,−2/3), 24 =

(Σ8,Σ3,Σ(3,2),Σ(3,2),Σ24) = (8,1, 0) ⊕ (1,3, 0) ⊕ (3,2,−5/6) ⊕ (3,2, 5/6) ⊕ (1,1, 0), and

45 = (∆1,∆2,∆3,∆4,∆5,∆6,∆7) = (8,2, 1/2)⊕(6,1,−1/3)⊕(3,3,−1/3)⊕(3,2,−7/6)⊕
(3,1,−1/3)⊕ (3,1, 4/3)⊕ (1,2, 1/2), where Φb and ∆3 are identified with R̃2 and S∗3 , re-

spectively. The fermions of the SM, on the other hand, are embedded within the tenplets

and fiveplets in the usual manner [88].

We first show that this GUT scenario is compatible with the viable gauge coupling

unification. To this end, we take all scalar fields in the model that mediate proton decay

at tree-level to reside at or above 1012 GeV. These fields are ΨT , ∆5, and ∆6 [52]. We

furthermore set the masses of both S3 and R̃2 at 1 TeV and constrain all remaining scalar

fields to be at or above one scale we simply denote m that is to be determined through

the requirement that the gauge coupling unification takes place at the one-loop level. Note

that Σ24 does not affect unification. Also, Σ(3,2) and Σ(3,2) are not physical fields since they

provide necessary degrees of freedom for the baryon and lepton number violating gauge

bosons X and Y of the SU(5) origin to become massive fields.

The gauge couplings meet at the unification scale mGUT when the following equation

is satisfied [89]
B23

B12
=

5

8

sin2 θW − α/αS
3/8− sin2 θW

= 0.721± 0.004, (7.1)

where the right-hand side is evaluated using αS(mZ) = 0.1193 ± 0.0016, α−1(mZ) =

127.906 ± 0.019, and sin2 θW = 0.23126 ± 0.00005 [90]. The left-hand side depends on

the particle content and the mass spectrum of the model. Namely, coefficients Bij are

Bij =
∑

J(bJi − bJj )rJ , where bJi are the well-known β-function coefficients of particle J

with mass mJ and rJ = (lnmGUT/mJ)/(lnmGUT/mZ). The sum goes through all parti-

cles beside the SM ones that reside between Z boson mass mZ and mGUT. The convention

is such that bJ1 , bJ2 , and bJ3 are associated with U(1), SU(2), and SU(3) of the SM, respec-

tively. We identify mGUT not only with the gauge coupling unification scale but with the

masses of the proton decay mediating gauge boson fields X and Y .
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If and when unification takes place for a given m we evaluate mGUT using equation [89]

ln
mGUT

mZ
=

16π

5α

3/8− sin2 θW
B12

=
184.8± 0.1

B12
(7.2)

to check that mGUT ≥ 5× 1015 GeV in order to satisfy stringent bounds on the X and Y

gauge boson mediated proton decay. To actually set a lower bound on m we fix mGUT =

5 × 1015 GeV in our analysis and maximise m. We find that m = 3.1 × 1010 GeV when

the masses of both R̃2 and S3 are at 1 TeV. The masses of all other scalar particles in

the model are mΨD = 102 GeV, mΨT = 1012 GeV, mΦa = mGUT, mΦc = m, mΣ8 = m

, mΣ3 = mGUT, m∆1 = m, m∆2 = m, m∆4 = 1.2 × 1012 GeV, m∆5 = 1012 GeV, and

m∆6 = 1012 GeV, m∆7 = mGUT. Note that the SM Higgs is in principle a mixture of ΨT

and ∆7. We accordingly take one state to be light and treat the mass of the other as a free

parameter that is between m and mGUT.

The fact that viable unification can take place when S3 and R̃2 are both light does

not come as a surprise. Note that the SM field content yields BSM
23 /B

SM
12 = 0.53 instead of

the experimentally required value given in eq. (7.1). The nice feature of the set-up with

light S3 and R̃2 is that both fields have positive bJ23 and negative bJ12 coefficients. This

not only helps in bringing the left-hand side of eq. (7.1) in agreement with the required

experimental value but simultaneously raises the GUT scale mGUT through eq. (7.2). The

relevant coefficients are bS3
23 = 9/6, bS3

12 = −27/15, bR̃2
23 = 1/6, and bR̃2

12 = −7/15. Again, our

findings demonstrate that the gauge coupling unification is possible for light S3 and R̃2 in

this particular model.

We next demonstrate that the explicit forms of the Yukawa couplings of S3 and R̃2

that are used in section 5 to produce numerical fits can originate from the appropriate

SU(5) operators. It is also argued that the model can accommodate realistic masses of the

SM fermions.

The S3 ∈ 45 lepton-quark couplings originate from the SU(5) contraction y45
ij 10i5j45,

where 10i are the usual fermionic tenplets, i(= 1, 2, 3) is the generation index, and y45 is

a 3× 3 matrix in flavor space. We can thus identify y of eq. (2.1) with y45/
√

2, where y45

is related to the difference in masses between charged fermions and down-type quarks [52].

This follows from the fact that there are actually two operators that contribute towards the

charged fermion and down-type quark masses in this SU(5) model [91]. One is y45
ij 10i5j45

and the other is y5
ij10i5j5, where y5 is an arbitrary complex matrix. Clearly, y45 =

√
2y

and y5 together contain enough parameters to easily address observed mismatch between

the charged fermion and down-type quark masses. For completeness we specify that the up-

type quark masses originate from a single contraction xij10i10j5, where xij is a symmetric

complex 3× 3 matrix.

The R̃2 ∈ 15 lepton-quark couplings are symmetric in flavor space since they originate

from y15
ij 5i5j15, where 5i are the usual fermionic fiveplets. We identify ỹij of eq. (2.3) with

−(DRy
15)ij/

√
2 in the physical basis for the down-type quarks and charged leptons, where

DR represents unitary transformation of the right-chiral down-type quarks. If we take that

y15
33 6= 0 we obtain the form of ỹ that is used in the fit of section 5 when we consider joint

effect of S3 and R̃2 on flavor observables.
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It is worth mentioning that it is possible to address neutrino masses within this model.

Namely, if one turns on a vacuum expectation value of the electrically neutral field Φa ∈ 15

one can generate neutrino masses of Majorana nature via type II see-saw mechanism [92, 93]

through the same operator that yields the R̃2 lepton-quark couplings, i.e., y15
ij 5i5j15. In

this particular instance the entries in y15 would need to be responsible for the observed

mass-squared differences and mixing angles in the neutrino sector. That requirement would

not be compatible with a simple ansatz for the structure of ỹ given in eq. (2.4). Again,

viable neutrino masses would only be possible if we depart from that ansatz and assume

that the ỹij entries are sufficiently small to avoid flavor constraints for light R̃2. This is in

agreement with the findings we presented in section 5.3. Note that the neutrino Majorana

masses could also receive partial contribution through the one-loop processes, where the

particles in the loop are down-quarks and a mixture of S3 and R̃2 [52, 94, 95].

The preceding discussion demonstrates that the SU(5) GUT model comprising 5-, 15-,

24-, and 45-dimensional scalar representations, with the canonical embedding of the SM

fermions, can accommodate light S3 and R̃2 and describe observed fermion masses of the

SM without any conflict with relevant experimental constraints.

8 Conclusion

Our aim, in the present work, is to accommodate the observed lepton non-universality in

charged current processes, signalled by RD(∗) , as well as lepton non-universality and the

global tension in the b → sµ+µ− sector through the introduction of light scalar LQ S3.

This LQ emerges naturally in the context of a specific SU(5) GUT model and has to be

accompanied by another light scalar LQ R̃2 which improves gauge coupling unification and

aids neutrino mass generation.

The first state, S3, couples left-handed s and b to left-handed µ and τ and is capable

of accommodating b → s`+`− sector. Because of its weak triplet nature it also couples

to up-type quarks and neutrinos which are precisely the additional couplings needed to

address RD(∗) . Large couplings needed for RD(∗) cause the weak triplet S3 to inevitably

contribute to other well constrained flavor observables that agree with the SM predictions.

We have analyzed those in detail and demonstrated that the most pressing ones, R
(∗)
νν =

B(B → K(∗)ν̄ν)/B(B → K(∗)ν̄ν)SM and ∆ms, allow only for minor improvement of RD(∗)

puzzle. We furthermore show that the second state, R̃2, cannot significantly improve the

agreement with data.

Based on the numerical values of the LQ Yukawa couplings as obtained in the flavor fit

we recast two LQ collider searches: (i) search for pair produced LQs decaying to bτbτ , (ii)

search for high-mass ττ final state which is sensitive to the t-channel LQ exchange. From

the recast of the search for the LQ pair production we find that the proposed scenario

with mS3 = 1 TeV cannot be significantly probed in a large portion of the parameter space

even with 300 fb−1 of integrated luminosity at the Large Hadron Collider. Complementary

searches for ττ final states produced via a single LQ exchange, on the other hand, are

not as hampered by large LQ masses and are already excluding corners of the parameter

space with largest individual Yukawa couplings. Moreover, since the flavor fit requires
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increasing Yukawa couplings for larger LQ masses the sensitivity of high-mass ττ final

state search does not degrade at higher masses as compared to the pair production mech-

anism. This method can probe almost entire parameter space of the model at 3000 fb−1 of

integrated luminosity.

A natural ultraviolet completion for the two LQ states is an SU(5) GUT. We demon-

strate that a particular setting with 5-, 15-, 24-, and 45-dimensional scalar representations

is consistent with unification of the gauge couplings, where light S3 and R̃2 leptoquarks

reside in 45- and 15-dimensional representations, respectively. Furthermore, baryon num-

ber violation is sufficiently suppressed by lack of diquark couplings of S3 and high enough

scale of the rest of the GUT spectrum. The model also accommodates the masses of all

fermions of the SM.
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A LQ pair production recast

In this appendix we give a reinterpretation of the results by the CMS Collaboration [81] for

the case of two LQs, denoted LQ1 and LQ2. When addressing the LQ pair production from

QCD interactions, a model with two LQs of degenerate mass mLQ ≡ mLQ1
= mLQ2

with

BRs β1 and β2 for LQ1 → τb and LQ2 → τb, respectively, can be consistently mapped

to a model with only one LQ, denoted here as LQ, with an effective mass meff and an

effective BR βeff for LQ→ τb. In this case, assuming the NWA, the total cross-section for

pp→ LQ∗LQ→ τ+τ−bb̄ is factorized into production and decay modes as

σpp→ττbb = β2
eff × σpair(meff), (A.1)

where σpair is the pp → LQ∗LQ pair production cross-section that depends exclusively

on the LQ mass when only QCD interactions are taken into account. For the numerical

calculations we use the approximate expression from ref. [96] for the cross-section at NLO

σpair(m) ≈ exp

{
2∑

n=−2

Cn

(
m

[TeV]

)n}
[fb] , (A.2)

where (C−2, C−1, C0, C1, C2) = (−0.300, 3.318, 2.762,−3.780,−0.299) at NLO in QCD for

LHC collision energies of
√
s = 13 TeV. Equating the right hand side of eq. (A.1) to the

– 25 –
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total cross-section derived in the two LQ scenario σpp→ττbb = (β2
1 + β2

2)σpair(mLQ) and

demanding 0 ≤ βeff ≤ 1 we find

βeff =

√
β2

1 + β2
2

2
, meff = σ−1( 2σpair(mLQ) ) , (A.3)

where σ−1 is the inverse function of eq. (A.2). Here we assume negligible interference effects

between the decay products of the LQ1,2 and simply add two cross-sections together. After

calculating σ−1 numerically we can use eq. (A.3) to map the CMS Collaboration 12.9 fb−1

exclusion limits in the β–mLQ plane as reported in figure 9 of ref. [81] into the exclusion

limits for two generic non-interfering third-generation LQs with degenerate mass. These

limits are shown in figure 4.

B High-mass ττ production cross-sections

We obtain the following fiducial cross-sections in fb for the process pp → ττ for mLQ =

1 TeV:

σss̄(ysτ ) = 12.042 y4
st + 5.126 y2

st , (B.1)

σsb̄(ysτ , ybτ ) = 12.568 y2
sτy

2
bτ , (B.2)

σbb̄(ybτ ) = 3.199 y4
bτ + 1.385 y2

bτ , (B.3)

σcc̄,uū,uc̄(ysτ ) = 3.987 y4
sτ − 5.189 y2

sτ . (B.4)

Notice that in each individual production channel the interferences can be large. In particu-

lar, these dominate in cc̄ (uū)(uc̄)→ ττ production over the squared LQ terms for Yukawa

couplings of order one, as shown in eq. (B.4). Only after summing across all channels

the total interference is found to be sub-leading when compared to the total LQ squared

amplitudes in most portions of parameter space. This happens because of an accidental

cancellation between the constructive S3–Z interference in ss̄ → ττ given by the second

term in eq. (B.1) and the destructive S3–Z interference in cc̄ (uū)(uc̄) → ττ given by the

second term in eq. (B.4). The remaining small (constructive) interference after cancella-

tions is mostly given by ττ production from bottom fusion and is negligible in high-mass

ττ searches for the current level of experimental uncertainties.

Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons

Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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